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The tm problezs treated i;; thic report are intended to I l l u s t r a t e  
nathcr;;rtical problems occurring in thc solution of mer's equations f o r  
stationary, two-djnxnsional flows containing one o r  more closed, f i n i t e  
regions where t h e  vort+city IC f i n i t e  m d  non-zero (eddies). 
, 
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An ap2roxi- t 
w t c  ixocedure derived f0raaU.y by exiansio.? f o r  slender eddies I s  used 
t o  simplify the analysis, which then rcluceo t o  the solution of n non- 
I 
i' 
linear, Singcrlar i..-~e&ral equation. In  the present r c ~ r t ,  S O l U t i O A 5  of 
I 
t h i s  equt ion  correspond^^ to (i) a class of w a k e  bcbbles reducing t o  
Rinbouc'ninsky's solution when thc vor t ic i ty  in tCe eddy is zero, and 
( i i )  a class of cusped eddies attached t o  the  base of a sleridcr wedge 
. !; 
ioncrsed i n  a unifor;? flow are derivcd. 3-1 the Case (i) it is found that 
t;ic non-lL-.cu interact ion between the eduy  id the exterior,  i r ro ta t iona l  
flow can result in the branching of Golutiono a% c r i t i c a l  putmeter  values, 
a d  con6cquentl.y that in general the bubble is not uniquely determined by 
. "  
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I.. 1ntroci:iction 
In this rcpon we shall derive and discuss several neb+ approximate 
solutions of m e r ' s  equations 
*. 
7 . v q  + vp = 0 
-4 
where Cj is the velocity, p the pressure, and dessity is c o n s t a t  and 
equal to unity. These solutions have certain propertics which are 
believed to be of importance i n  physical problem cf greater coripiexity 
than t k z  nathemticai problems to be considered. In .particular, the ' 
sL-Zy'of stationary l m i n a r  flows in the linit of izx'inite aeynolds 
nur;Ser, i . e . ,  the nathexatical problecl of solving the fdi Xavier-Stokes 
equatioas 
. .  
(Ib j" 
I .  
for Be>>] leads us t o  consider the merits of (1) as a "rcd\;cea" 
f s a  of (l), and t h e  P S s i b l c  emergence of a solution of (1) at t h e  
m e r  2 cortal2 rsgior,  (dE?en6inc  In gene ra l  upon 'Re ) * 
linit of a one parameter fw.ily of solutions of (1) , obtained when 
h -
t he  p x a e t e r  xe becomes inZinitely large,. bwever, the present 
report is concerned SG, j w i t h  the theory of solutions of (1) and not 
' share  
The solutions of (1) considered below t h e  property that there 
exist one or nore C L O T , ~ ~ ,  i%i;x rc:;ioris where the vo r t i c i ty  iG equai to . 
a constant cc) 7 0 ; m y  such region will be called an cady. Gur discussion . 
w i i l  be liadted t o  two-dbensior.A pobfecs a d  w i l l  consist  of the approxl- 
m t e  (L?al.ysis of , txo bouzdaqpvaluc problens. Tae first represents a logical  
extension t o  flows containing eddies of the  C i n G s l c i l l  <~cG.-Y of discontinuous, 
i r ro ta t iona l  solutions of (l), while t he  second is a special case of a recently 
, 
proposed a d c l  f o r  t b ~  inviscid l imi t .  
4 .  
c1. AL:e zssln new a?alytical problem wticn occurs i n  t h e  study of solutions of 
c, ( *a:- ex2::?le) 
EiLer'6 equations containing m. eaay a r i se s  when there exists a region do of 
h 
irrotaticnil. m t i o n  which i s  sepitrated from the  eddy f?; by a streoallne r 
(Tis. 1). Supposing for sbp l i c ' i t y  thrit the points A el;d B are fixed, the  
p r o b l a  i s  then to choose the free strccmline so that OA it the press-arc 
is  a continuous frziction of x and y. Aktc that because of t h e  rotational 
flow k”. is no longer a constant-pressure l ine.  Clearly the procecri of 
f i t t i n 6  i n  GUCh a \r involves a non-linear interaction between o rotat ional  
( in te r ior )  f low and M i r ro ta t iona l  (exterior) 
different  fron, e.g., tne choice of a constant 
t a t i o n a  discontinuous f low.  
t c c h n i c d  d i f f i cu l ty  occurs. 
d i f fe ren t ia l  equation i n  the 
A t  the G a m e  tine 
flow, which is 
pressure curve 
i ~ n  inesscntial  
Becwse of (the appearance of &? 
essent ia l ly  
in an irro- 
but troublesome 
inhmgeneous 
computation of the iriterior flow, mapping 
procedures (which leave Laplace’s eqation irwariant but not  i ts  inhoxnogeneous 
f o r n )  can not >e used i n  any straightforward raniier. Tcus it has been found 
necessary i n  t h e  axaxples discussed herein. to soive f o r  2 by a di rec t  
at’;tck 0.1 the non-lirxac interaction ?roble% T h a t  is, we r e e t r i c t  a t tent ion 
t o  t’ne ?h$sIc;i pla?e ana use the pressure condition on $ as the determining - 
one . 
!*!e s k l l  study vnriouc; aspects of this non-linear interaction, using 
tu0 m6,els. The first, considered In Chapter IV,  is an extenr;ion of 
. I  
. .  
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Ridmuchinsky's s o h t i o n  f o r  uniforn flow past two syxnetrical  oixtacles, 
o m  the nirror Imge of the other (Fig. 2n). liere the attachment points 
A and 3 arc fixed and the eddy replaces the stogqant cavity of Riabouchinsky's 
r ide l .  The second exaqle ~ (sketched in Fig. 2b) represents t h e  separated 
flow past a symetr ica l  obstacle, the eddies fonning an attached, cusped - . I  
region of closed streamlines to the' r e a  of the base of the  body. . Tnio 
d e l ,  wiiich was proposed as a stationary inviscid l i m i t  for the flow past  ' 
a bluff obstacle by h t c h e i o r  (Ref. l), is formulated ana solved approxi- 
i 
mately i n  Chapter V. I n  either case t h e  principal simplifying assumption, 
introduced i n  Chapter 1x1, will be that t he  eddy is sler.der. This is 
accoxplished, i n  t h e  first case, by increasing the separation of the 
obstacles, and i n  tne second CEIGC by assmine the obstacle i tself  is slender. 
The result ing equations and boundary conditions. consti tute a "slender-eddy" . 
t h e  sle:.2&bodj ca?roxirzt ion of 
airproxinntion ful ly  andogous t o  conventional thin-airfoi l  theory. 
A On the  
other nand, t h e ' e s s e n t i d  interaction terms, which renain non-linear i n  the  
slender-eddy theory, are i n  each case retained by an a2propriate choice of 
t he  order of c3 re la t ive  the  parameter that  is snail. This non-linear 
- 
. .  interaction consti%ites.the ruin theae of our lnvestlgatlons. 
J .  Tnc 2rincipal resul ts .of  t h i s  rcart are, first, t h a t  solutions 
02 the t ype  sketchcd i n  Fig. 2 exis t  i n  the slender-eddy asproxiaation. 
T h i s . w i l l  be established by a combination of analyt ical  and nurrerical 
steps. Since closed cusped cavi t ies  are known not t o  exist 'behind 
' wedges for the  IrrotationdL case 0 a 0, this first result shows that 
i 
t he  addition of a rotat ional  eddy can enlarge the class of possible 
solutions of a given problem. Second, we have found ( i n  the Riabouchinsky 
' 
r i d e l )  that the non-linear interaction leads to branching of solutions 
and a possible i n d e t e d n a c y  f o r  "reasonable" bouridary conditions. This 
. .  
1 . .  . .  
behavior is not altogether unexpected i n  non-linear elliptic poblems, 
_ -  
I 
and is related t o  the branching of various "inviscid modcs" i n  l i nea r  
s t a b i l i t y  t h o r y .  Tm present solution does, however, provide a s?ecif ic  
example which can be worked out through a range of where the interaction 
betwecn vo r t i c i ty  and flow is non-linear. I t ' a l s o  su&p3ts that re la ted .  
. 
m d e l s  of non-stationery flows ~ a y  be of in te rcs t  i n  the investigation of . 
global s t a b i l i t y  i n  the  presence of f i n i t e  disturbance&. We shall, however, 
not consider.the non-stationary problem i n  t h i s  report. 
.. 
&. . 1 . 
r . '  For the case i n  which the velocity is continliouj on $ , Col'dshtik 
(Ref. 2 ) has establ%hed the existence of at  least two exact so lu tbno  of 
a general problem involving a single eddy, provided only that W i6 . 
* -  
suff ic ient ly  large. The eitension of t h e  rathemtical. techniques used 
i n  Ref. 2 to the  discontinuous problem considered in the  present report  
would probably prove very f ru i t fb l .  However (with the  exception of 
Colldshtik's one-dinensionalmodel, which we extend i n  Chapter 11) we shall 
r e s t r i c t  our analysis to the slender-eddy approximation. 
. 
A t  the  same tine, 
it chould be pointed out that the discontinuous case involves several 
def in i te  departures f r o m t h e  methods and results of Ref. 2. For example, 
there i s  a difference i n  the nanncr i n  which branching occurn i n  t he  two . .  
?roble=; i n  our first example one branch contains tZe "classicalH 
' Riabouchinsky solution, wh i l e  i n  the  continuous case u) is pooitive, ' 
unifornily over both branches. 
I . ,  . .  . .  
. .  
. .  . 
. /  
. .  ' I  
I .  
2.1. &nerd. considerations. Consider a two-dinensional. solution 
* .  . .  of (1) which I s  bounded Md single-valued over a sinply-connected region 
R having doundary r b suppose fu r the r  t h a t  structure of the solution is 
' topologically equivalent to t he  sketch shown i n  Fig. 3. In the region I$, . 
(which contains the  point at inf ini ty)  t he  flow I s  i r rotat ional .  I n  the 
re@ons R;, i * I, A, ...# f~ the vor t ic i ty  of the flow is constant end equal 
to a;) i=i,2,...,n, respectively.  he curves Y;, i =  I,I, ..., n Bre the 
. 
free ctYezxal.ines and are attached to r at the points 
both the velocity and the vor t ic i ty  are discontinuous on the  
and Bib In general 
.. 
, but the 
Sressure is  always continuous there. Such a flow i s  to be called a N e r  
flow containing n-eddies. That is, an eddy will here clean a closed f i n i t e  
' region bounded by a streamline, over wbich t he  vo r t i c i ty  is constant. In 
this rem& we'shzdl study two simple examples of Mer flows of t he  above 
type containing i~ sin&le eddy, which are therefore equivalent t o  the  specLal 
. I  
* 
case skovn In Fig. 1. 
* 
Xote < k a t  not all N c r  flows i n  a sinply connected region which contain 
\ n closed, f i n i t e  regions of constant vo r t i c i ty  can be mapped onto Fig. 3. 
rn ~ n i s  IG h c a u e  of t h e  po6cIbility 0: two free o t r c d i n e o  ;icetin& at an 
i n t e r i o r  point to form cusp (or, If the yelocity is continuous on the free . 
o t r c d i n e s ,  o stagnation. pint). In the e q l e s  considered the  c u p . w U  
occur at ';he dividinC stredine and therefore effect ively on p I 60 that . 
, this 6 i t u t i o n  does not arise. 
- .  ' j  
; ' 1  
*. 
' . I  
. .  r .  
, .  
. .  
. .  
- 
i f  we Introduce the streemflurction 
then 9 iG a constant on r and each g; ~ , and J1  vi^ d l w ~ y s  be 
. - .  
' . .  . .  
. .  nornalized t o  that this constant I s  equal to zero. 
partially integrate (1) to obtain the  w e l l  known relations 
Using (2) we may 
e ,  
.. The function hrrs the form 
(4) 
. .  . . ,  
. . .  
on th open segment C D  we .uiu have +> 
are constants, and g o -  he . 
A,C and 8, D of P I while 
7 
o since \G is h m i n i c  
. .  
. .. 
' i . . .  
" 9 , '  : 
8 
L 
3 
in the closure of R i  depending’ upon whether o r  not W;70  or  W i  4 0 , 
respectively. We shall soy that the flow in these cells i s  kinematically 
possible if 
It follows from this definit ion that  the flow i s  kinematically possible . .  
if and o u  if for any two adjacent regions R i ,  U i + )  i=  O,I,Z, ... 
there exis t s  a (possibly discontinuous) function which through (3) 
. .  
generates a solution of (1) i n  R; + R i e l  , defined by %= f o r  
47/6(or 41’0 , as the case may be) and by %= q.,, for  $ > 0) . 
Note tha t  a flow which is kinematically possible is  one f o r  which W i  < 0 
. (  
and the vo r t i c i ty  of adjacent eddies is of o?posite signs. It is conJectured 
t h a t  (3) are necessary conditions fo r  the existence of multiple-eddy solut5ons 
of (1) which are  at the s m  t h U ?  
in Chapter I. However, this possibi l i ty  w i l l  not be investigated here and 
f o r  t he  purposes of 
I . 
* 
the present paper the question is of no impxtmce. 
It follows f r o m t h e  preceding remarks that a flow pattern containin6 . 
I ,  
n eddies is  fully and uniquely determined by fixing the free s t r c d i n e c ;  
mxi the 2n constants ai h i  i s  1,aj * * e ,  n TO obtain Q continuous 
prcscwe and therefore a.solution of (1) bavine t h e  required properties, ~ 
. .  
where 9; denotes the fluid speed in R; ; the constant he always w i l l  
be known in advance. The mst i q o r t a n t  problen of this general type is . 
., 
ti problem of fixed attachment, which may be formulated as follows: 
GTven the vectors A =  A,, A*l ..., A m  and 8= (B, ,  8+ ..., on) ana 
* Ir f s c t ,  in t5e f i r .a l  e c u z t l o n a  onlv t k e  s c c z r e  Z J ~  Qi a~3b:z.rs. . 
p- It should be noted that this a pr ior i  ' c o d i t i o n  lead6 t o  a topolo-&cal 
orientation of eddies which is the same as w h a t  would be assigned in tu i t i ve ly  
by conciderinG the  probable ac t ion  of viscous stresses,  and which is i n  
a reenen t  wi th  observation of certain flows. 
ccnsidering the  dissipation i n  an e d d y )  that (3) w e  necessary provided t'nat 
cvery region of closed streanlines has f i n i t e  area in the limit of infinite 
. . 
It is possible to show (by 
rn Reynolds'number, and also provided that the limit AB sufficiently w e l l  behaved. 
b 
. -  
constants such t h a t  the equations (6) and tho cbntraints 
. .  
. .  . I  
- .  
. .  
are satisfied. The constraints we typically associated w i t h  the geonetry 
- +  
of attnchnent of f , and I n  the  above definit ion each of t he  7;. 
precumbly detexmines exactly one of the m unknown constants. 
i l l u s t r a t ing  the cases (Ur,m)= 
out in the slender-eddy approximation I n  Chapters Iv and V. 
Zxamplles 
I, I J  I and (1, 2) d be worked 
. .  
A f i n a l  rexark of a general nature concerns t h e  poss ib i l i ty  of t r i v i a l  
solutions of the above problem. Clearly onesolution of the h -eddy problen 
- is obtained when 'c, collapses onto r and a solution of the  n-1 -eddy 
problem exists for the some (4, &a,  . e e  , Wn-1 Therefore we may C a y  
that solutions containing 0-1 are t r i v i a l  i n  the n-eddy problem, and Unless 
otherwise noted w e  shall mean-by a "so1ution'"of the problem a non-trivial  
solution. IIovever, it uill be seen through the examples -that a 
of the above type may possess only t r i v i a l  solutions, or it tnay 
than one non-trivial  . solution. , I .  
i : '  ,' 
given problem 
. c  
have more 
. .  ,.. . I  .. . 
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  . .  
- .  
. .  
.. , . .  . 
' !  . .  
. .  
. '. 
. .  
. .  
. . .  
1 
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2.2. 
at tent ion 
. form 
The case n = 1. Reduction t o  M integral  eauation. 
henceforth t o - t h e  si tuation shown i n  Fig. lJ we wkite 
Restricting 
(6) in the  . . 
I .  
a .  . .  
I In (7) Go denote8 the  streamfunction in Ra $1 t he  streamfunction in $1 
when t h e  vor t lc l ty  is unity. Now (8) may be expressed a8 a non-lineer 
- .  
I .  
i n t e g r a l  equation for i n  the following w a y :  r'lrst, regarding ' 
~ 
. I  ' as fixed, is expressed i n  terms of the  Green's function f o r  Laplace's - .  
equatkn i n  R o  
function for Laplace's equation i n  R, . The re lat ions are of the form . 
h a h g o u s l y  4, can be expressed i n  terms of the  Green's d 
where G,; denotes the Green'e function, and in (9a) P is traversed i n  
the positive sBnm ( RO to thellefi). 
.I 
. Since. tb values of 4 on 'are. 
I 4 f .  
b ,  
I 
* 
* 13 
1 ,  
1 - . .. . * - 1'. 1 .a'. . - 1. ' f - :;a 1 .  ' .L 4 i I .. . ' 
in terms of the 
tern of 8 d o n e .  
.- . . .  
d 
' \  
known, we mny express the left-hand tiide of (7) 
and tlie realon of integration i n  (gb), i.e., in 
For the purpose of Illustrating 
form, we consider b r i e f l y  the 
2.3. The OAe-dh@nGiOnd problem. 
the use of (7) In the simplest possible 
function +(%), defined i n  tw one-dimensional single-eddy problem. A 
adJacent intervals  on the x - a s ,  is  considered, and we require that 
the common end pint. U s i n g  our satisfy B certain Junp condition at 
J c x p  w > / O ,  8 &to\ = 
, .  
. .  . ,  previous notatton, we require 
. ., 
. .  
.(1oc) , ' h 
the al&braic equation (10~) leads to 
L 
. .  
. 
which is the one-dimensional version of (8). The solutions of (11) 
. .  
are sketched in Fig. 4. I n  the absence of 7 .  - constraint6 (7) w e  
determine XJ by fixing # and h . We then observe two properties 
of the solutions: ( i )  For all values of w and h there, exists a 
solution which l i e s  outside the basic interval  0 4 u d  I . . The 
corresponding 
.In the  planar 
are sometime8 
xy is not 
i s  therefore necessarily a multivalued m c t i o n  of X . 
case multivalued solutions 4 can also occur, but 
( ' a d  w i l l  here be) reJected on physical grounds. (ii) 3 .  
. .  
necessarily uniquely determined by w and . I n  fact, , .  
for  the same values of the  parameters, there may ex i s t  one, two, o r  
,. 
three solutions in the in t e rva l  0 6 %( I . The c r i t i c a l  values of t 
and h where the number of solutions changes deternine the bifurcation 
* 
~ points of the solution. Thus i n  Fig. ha there is one bifurcation point 
at  Q , and in Fig. 4b there are two bifurcetion points, a t  b and c. 
We shall f i n d  that a bifurcation point analogous to the  point c occurs 
? i m e  flows 
i n  i n  the slender eddy approximation. ( l i i )  For a certain 
range of r ~ )  and h < there are  no solutions in the in te rva l  0 < X 6 . - *  I 
* 
See, e.g., Ref. 3; Chapter' N . 6 
I . 
’ 
III. Approximations for Slender Eddieo 
3.1. Tne exterior and interior problems. In order to discuss 
the passage from the exact problem formulated in the preceding chapter, 
to the approximete problem valid for slender eddies, we shell consider - .  
the geometry shown In Fie. 5. The boundary consists of the curve. 
where ,& is a small  number, 6 4< I and the free streamline f consists 
, 
of the curve 
are positive, continuous functions of X and . where ‘yy yA * Y E  
16 . 
I . . 
A t  i n f i n i t y  the conditione are 
. .  . . .  
We propose to represent to and by approximate solutions va l id  
for 6znd.l & , using conventional th in-a irfo i l  end boundary-layer procedures, 
and to use these expressions to derive an approximation to the integral 
. .  equation obtained f r o m  the pressure condition (8). 
i s  therefore to f ind the streemfunction of the irrotational flow, assuning ' 
The exterior problem 
. .  
that the boundary conditions imposed on this flow be written approxi- 
m3tely as . .  . 
. 
. .  
L e . ,  in their thin-airfoil form. The interior pmbla I s  t o  be solved . 
through the use of a boundary-layer approximation, that is, by the 
replacement of the exact problem Q'4 0 W , + zero on the boundary, 
. .  
I .  
. .  
.. . 
by the approximate form 
. .  . . .  
The solutions of each of these problems i s  ees- fsund, and-we; 
obtain the folJ.owlng tyQreeaions fortha stred'unction: 
. .  
. .  . .  i 7 
- .  
(i4) 
' .  I 
' ... 
.. . . 
... . . . .  
8 : , ,  
3.2. Reduction to a non-linear integral equatlono. Using (14) and 
- .  . I  
7 .  
(15) i n  (7) there results 
, : 
exterior solutions be of -the 8- order/ and of the order of , we 
therefore muet put 
. I  
* 1) 
where W and h are now numbers of order unity. The PhySiCd. me&ing 
i n t e r i o r  
I\ 
of (17) should be noted here; the velocity nust be smal l  if t he  pressure . 
. .  
. .  ' 
per turba tun  caused by a slender eddy is to  be balanced by t he  in t e r io r  
flow, and consequently h Jumps by almost the exterior value as - .  
1s crossed. On the  other hand, the width of t he  eddy is small, of order .. 
& , 60 that if the velocity perturbations are of order E , the v o r t i c i t y  . ' 
must be larEe, of order &'. * : . ,- 
* .  
Collecting the tenus of order E In (16), we then obtain the asymptotic -' 
fom for a slender eddy 
. '  
. -  
- I  +I +% 
L 1 f Y&)di: h* 4% ua vkM a jYLt3 )dy  - - f.$dt . (18 1 
+' I 
I-t  8 n- 5 
'which is a non-linear e l n g u l a r  differential-Integral  equation for yr. 
3 ~ n  order to convert (Is)' into a pure integral equation, we first &e Use . * 
- I  
; . ,. 
. 
36 
of the w e l l  known inversion 
+' 
toeether with the identity 
L L  
. -  
. ,  . .  
r 
to put (18) into the form 
-I 
I '. . .  
Tho conditione given previously on the derivative of yg at the attachrnent . 
points next give two conditione which w i l l  determine k and .u . These I 1c 
, .  
. .  are 
. .  
. .  
. . I  
If now the change of variables 
.. ' 
. .  
.. 
iE nade in (U) and the result integrated once, we obtain the integral 
equation for w"(e\, 
. . .  
where 
. - .  
0 
1 A % 
A I 
# 
0 '  0 0 
These together with the non-linear integral equation .(24) constitute 
the find form of the  general slender-eddy approxim;rtion, and ye now 
consider variouo tipecitil cases. 
IV. Riubouchinsky's Yodel 
4.1. Preliminary rennrko. We shall apply the  olender-eddy theory 
and equations (24) and (25) f lret  to t he  caOe obtained by putting 
. .  
and l e t t i n g  and tend to zero. By t h i o  limit process the "obstacles" 
defined by (26) are reduced to the two pints at A= I ; the residual 
effect of the obstacles is, hwever, f ini te  and connected with the  
constant C > 0 . A physical interpretation of the mlutionc obtained 
under these conditions emerges from considering Riabouchin~ky's nodel i n  
the U n i t  of large separation. Suppose that the uniform streem of speed 
u i t y  iiiqinges upon an isolated obctacle, and suppose t h a t  t hc re ' ex i s t s  an ' 
i r ro t a t iona l  (discontinuous) f l o w  for t h i 8  obstacle f o r  which the  drag 
is I) (per .unit length). Then It is known that such a flow pattern contains 
i+ 
* 
See Ref. 4 p. 68 . 
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a free streamline whose asynrgtotic behavior it! given by 
I I 
where X , are dim?nsional. Consider now two wch obstacles, 
placed'as shown in Fig. 2e. (We consider below only the  half-plane 
y 7/ 0 
I( i s a  
Y 
). If the separation between the obstacles is ZL , and if 
characterist ic body dinreneion, (8) may be w r i t t e n  
Comparing (26) and (28), w e  see t h a t  the  alender eddy solutions obtained 
, at '= X fo r  a given C approach near & =  3 1 the ar;yraptotic 
behavior of the streamlines for the irrcotational.flow provided t h a t  
. ,  
The corresponding vo r t i c i ty  in the eddy, when scaled with k instead . .  
of t , is  then e q u  to 
. .  
24 
and is smJ.3.. SpecS'yhg C &s mreOvef equivalent In the 'slendeL eddy 
* 
' approximation to specifying- 
. .  
The governing equation for the free streamline i n  Riabouchin~ky~s 
model i s  therefore found t o  be 
I 
0 
. . .  
The two comtraints (a) become . 
I 
* 
iote that (3) states that near I the slender-eddy solution 
rzatches, in  the sense of Ref. 
c z i  neighborhood, with a flow of discontinuous t y p  past d i c o l a t e d  
6 i n  an overlap amah which l i e s  i n  a 
o5stacle. Therefore, in our approxbation, C L  such flows for which the 
. ' 5  . obotacle experiences the 8- drag are equivalent. . 
. .  
L. 
I 
. .  
The two se t s  of constraints (31) foUawing from the physical model f o r  
J 
, I  lasee separation, and (33) following from the cubstitutlon (26) are seen 
t o  be equivalent if id* is a solution of (32). . Adding and eubtracting , 
I 
0 
I 
. .  
Jr 
'ine first of these is satisfied identically if W is a symmetric . .  
function of 8 -  , i.e., ~f b4 i s  a symetr ic  solution. Moreover 
it is seen that the symmetric functions can solve (32) ( i n  the sense 
t'wt the equation is invariant under 8 -b 1- 8 ). bwever there 4 .  
remains. the p o s c i b ~ i t y  that there  exis t  solutions of (32) which are ' 
not symmetric b 
4 
! I 
. 
We shall in fact f i n d  eolutions of (g), (34), (35) ermong the ' .  
s p e t r i c  solutions, so that  (34) is the eole constraint and one and 
it ' 4 6  . .  
only one free palppleter I s  detelmined. We shall tabe Cd to be the 
parameter which is prescribed in advance, and Wite the equation0 in a 
f o m  Involving a single unknom parameter by t he  c w e  of variables 
p 2 4  w There results 
* 
Our conclusion t h a t  (34), (35) are i n  a sense redundant is s u p r t e d  ' 
by the following physical argument. Consider t h e  drag force exerted on 
. .  
the surroundihg f luid by the  closed contour contnining both obstacles 
cud consistiny, of s e p e n t s  of the streamlines $=  0 
quantity nust be exactly zero. 
from intcgrsls over 
GO that t o  the same order the Contributions from the 
obotaclee must vanieh. 
or the upstrek obstacle is balanced by pod equal thrust at the dovnstream 
. Clearly this 
lb order unity, however, the contributions 
are zero (by vi r tue  of the fact that  Yc'l)= 'Irtl)JO) 
wettea 
-. eurfacee of the 
'. But tM8 is equivdent  to the e t a t e n t  that the drag . 
M 
. 
where f 10 the  given, and the  unknown parameter. 
4.2. The exi6t.c 3r of solutions. The aim of 
is t o  demonstrate, f o r  given rr, 0, t he  existence 
uniqueness of solutions of (32), (35). No fur ther  
the next two paragraphs 
and possible non- 
approximetions are 
made, although our analysis w i l l  Involve a combination of analytical  and . 
nwr,erical steps. Our main result is contained i n  t h e  following theorem: 
- For Riven positive constant c, there exists ( i )  if w*s 0 , a uniaue 
solution (Riabouchinsky's solution), ( i i )  i f  (r3", 0 
than  a cer tain constant V *  2 ,7 I , a t  least two d i s t inc t  solutions. 
and Y is  less 
By solittion w e  here mcn a solution of (32), (35) which is continuous 
and w s i t i v e  if 0 < 8 < 1 The solutions exhibited below are symmetric 
solutions. 
. .  
' In our discussion of the  theorem the  general reference w i l l  be 
Triconi (Ref. 3 ). The following pmperties of the  kernel function 
l 
K(6,e') . will f i r e t  be noted: ( I )  is symmetric i n  8 and 8 , 
and is posit ive the unit square 0 < 8,8 d 1 , vanishes on the  ' 
S consistine of the 2oints over t h o  i n t e r i o r  of t 
A 
bowdary  of 5 excluding the points (0,o) end (),I) , end behaves l i k e  
- I o p - e ' l  'ne'- O m 8  8#0,1 (ii) The iterated kernel . k z  8 
28 
. .' 
defined by 
I 
0 
1 
i s  bounded (end therefore continuous) on 5 In particulax K is  integrable 
over 5 (iii) The functiqns sc;\sne , n = i J a #  ... are eigenfunctions 
with respective eigenvalues In : I 
The proofs of (1)-(iii) are either elementary or well h o r n  and w i l l  'not 
be given here. An innnediate consequence is that hl- h G w o  , and hence . .  
any solution of (36a) may be represented by 'm eigenfunction expansion 
i t  
which converges absolutely and uniformly on 0s 0 d  1 
For the case a*= 0 the unique solution I s  
, .  
* 
29 t 
Thio is the &lbert-Schidt  Theorem, Ref, 3 , past' 110. 
Phis i s  Riabouchinsky's solution I n  the slender-eddy approximation. .We 
propose to continue t h i s  solution to Qy>0 by formal expension of 
(36) i n  powers of k : 
. .  
Substituting i n  (36) and co l lect ing  terms of like order there results 
w, = . \ (41a) 
We now prove that (41) provides a (sylwetric) solution if . I$+* 
I 
To do t h i s ,  w e  first generate the numbers hl; by 
00 
i t 1  
, 1 - 6 ~ .  2 z m i  4 
If now (37) I s  used, It  I s  seen from (11) that the l'%; provide bounds in 
the form 
and the result- followe. The f irs t  few teras of the series are' 
The rrumber of solutions of (36) depends, however, upon 5 . We show now 
that 06) has no solutions (38) i f  
(40) diverges when k >, 7, 
h b '/L ; moreover the  formal. series 
. .  
Actually the proof 1s quite Simple* 
. .  
. .  _ .  
. .. . 
c a t i a f i e d  by 
Consider the equation f i r s t  Fourier coefficient CL,  : 
Ql 
. .  
Thus in general 
a?d this I s  possible only if h < yz The second pa r t  follows from 
the fac t  that I n  the ser ies  solution the even-numbered coefficients vanish . .  
. .  
and a, and are of opposite sign, as noted ear l ier ,  8 0  that t h e  
coefficient of a: in ( 4 2 )  can be replaced by 3/2. . -  
Therefore as k I s  decreased f r o m  ‘13 , there OCCUFB a c r i t i c a l  value 
’ It”, 74 < ky *< y3 where solutions first appear. There are two 
poss ib i l i t i e s  t o  be considered. Either k i s  a singular p o i n t  of the * 
in tegra l  equation, i n  which case solutions become unbounded there, o r  . >  
* k is a bifurcation point and there l e  a t  leaa t  one brench of solutions 
)c 
d i s t inc t  from (40) for some h h Now we can elinrinate the first 
c . .  
’ 32 - ! .  
posGibility by observing t h a t  (42) implies a, , and for non-negative 
solutions the inaxinsum value of W as w e l l ,  i g  bounded if k is bounded. 
* 
It follows that k is a bif'urcation point and there an upper branch 
. .  
of symnetric solutions sbould be sought. We shaU obtain a.new branch 
, 
of solutions by means oY an i t e ra t ive  method. 
' m c i f i c u  a sequence .I- w &'! t~ = a, * f of iterates 
w i l l  be found which converges to a solution of (36). 
non-negative$ symmetric, continuous function defined on 0 6 8 $ 1 , 
Consider any 
and atisfying .f [O\ = 4 ( I ) =  0 
define the  quantity F,Lf7 by 
; then f o r  any posit ive number K we 
. I  
a 
0 
me function 
on o< 8 I . ( i i )  If the  coefficients of .f- al ternate  i n  sign, beginning 
F%Ce) has the following properties: (11 It is covtinuous 
with a posit ive coefficient of s h X 0  , then FN(6) has the same pmperty. 
Consider now the iterates 
. .  
. . .  
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The sequences \ $(*'] and 1 rcn'] have ,he uniform bounds 1 n d  4 
, respectively. merefore (+(*'] is an equicontinwus f d y  
of functions, and we may accordingly select  e subsequence 
which converges t o  a non-negative, continuous l imi t  function f . * It 
can be shown also t h a t  
. say, where T > ' / I  + . me function w = T f is seen to be s eolution 
of (3&) provided k= x . we,can therefore generate a family of . 
solutions of the required type. 
These solutions contain those obtained by expansion in k (occuring 
here for X. sufficiently l a r R e ) ,  but our a i m  is t o  exhibit an upper branch. 
Consider then the choice )c= E 4 4  I We have seen that % is bounded, 
. . .  
I 
and therefore we may cbose  
a rb i t ra r i ly  d l ,  but for which 
* 
SO that a eolution I s  obtained f o r  k 
% ? '11 + 6  . ThcI-!?fOre this 
See, e.g., Ref. 0 Chapter 11. 
' 34 , I  a7 
Golution is  d i s t inc t  from any solution on the lower branch which is close 
t o  the R i a b o u c h i n s ~ ' ~  solution, and this h v e s  the  result. 
It i e  evident f r o m  the continuous dependence of fb upon u that we 
. can, s t a r t i ng  from 8 solution f o r  k small and positive, continue It 
a n a l y t i c d l y  in to  8 cer tain r a g e  of negative k However,. then the 
term )C tends t o  decrease the values of Fw(8) , w i t h  the 
result t h a t  the Iterates may cease t o  be non-negative hnct lons.  For . .  
this rewon It appear6 t o  be d i f f i cu l t  to f ind  a negative lower bound 
f o r  X'without more r e f i n e d  estimates.than those used above. The numerical 
results discussed in the following paragraph bear out the existence of a . 
lbit Fint. k,= - 1-87 ( X c  - e  It) below which solutions contain 
negatlve regions near the  end points. 
r. 3. Iiumerical results.  We now complete the proof of t he  theorem .. 
stated i n  t h e  previous paragraph by describing the  results of numerical 
* 
' computations of both branches of solutions. Figures 7, 8, and 9 contain 
the c$sential results. The curve of the maximum eddy thickness % versus 
* 
See Appendix A for a brief description of the numerical procedure. ' 
m 
. .  
, .  
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I 
h c c p r a t e s  into the upper and lower branches of solutions at the 
bii'urcation point k* , 3  2 . The limit point k; - 1-37 occurs 
at the cusped eddy. The behavior of along the upper branch is shown 
i n  Fig. 8, which also shows the manner i n  which the  cusped solution appears. 
S t r ic t ly  opeaking, the l imi t  point bc is excluded by the way In which the 
' 
e .  
flow field l e  considered t o  be set up, t h a t  I s ,  by thc separation of two 
obstacles w i t h  positiVe drag, since 
instead of zero a* . 
e 0  now corresponds to zero drag 
However, t h e  cusped eddy I s  of i n t e r e s t  as a possible 
* 
model f o r  separation and reattachment on a wall. 
1 .  
. . . - , I  
. I  
I 
The analytic continuation of the upper branch of solutions past k= k, . ~ 
( F E Z  i c d e e d  the conticuatlon of t h e  lower branch past  k s Q )  
must be rejected i n  the present model since w i l l  have a negative region 
E that r e c a l l i n  near the end points and (Awe the low considered is symmetric In ) 
A 
must then be multivnlued in  either half-plane. However, there may exis t  
physical problem where t h i s  I s  not  an objection and wkerc the solutions 
x ** 
The possibi l i ty  of cusped solutions in the  present problem I s  not 
associated ent i re ly  w i t h  the presence of distributed vort;icity, since 
examples are known in the classical theory. Indeed, since in the slender- 
eddy arnroximation the velocity i n  the eddy vanishes at  a cusp, insofar 
as the  local  behavior is concerned the strength of the vor t ic i ty  is inrmaterlal 
unci the arguments advanced by Lighthill (Ref. 7 
of stagnant, cusped cavitiea behind obstacles are fully applicable here. 
) regarding the existence 
. 
1 36 I' . . .  
for  k < k, on the  upper branch and k < 0 on the  lower branch ( that  is, 
the full range k < k' ) nay be admissible solutions. 
n 
Tic curve shown in Fig. 9 sumsup the iiolution f o r  k For non- 
. .  
. -  
' negative Y < Y * & , ; I  there are win two branches of solutions, the 
Y 
bifurcation point being the image of the point on the upper branch 
at k.cO i n  Fig. 7. (That is, Kith respect to r the two branches of ' 
solutions are not the same 88 before.) Corresponding to  the two possible . 
values of there are two d i s t i n c t  values of k , and therefore two dis t inc t  
Y 
values of h . This curve suggests that Y might be preferred to  k as 
t h e  parmeter f o r  expansion on the lower branch, since more solutions 
(namely thoce originally on the upper branch in t h e  interviil 0 < k $ k" ) . 
* are obtained f o r  rdr  . However there appears to  be no essential advantage . 
, .  
i n  this change of parameters, since i n  e i t h r  case only part of the possible 
S O l U t i O n f J  i t 3  involved. 
'I , 
37 
V. Flow Post a Slcnder Obstacle. Batchelor's b d c l  
5.1. Formulation. Referring once again t o  pig. 5, we now consider 
the opecial case 
where h is  a positive parameter, corresponding to  separated flow past 
a one-parameter f d l y  of geometrically 
slender obstacles. The eddy domotreem 
[ 
. cusp at x = + 
of ecale t h i s  
obstacle, and 
similar pointed, blunt-baaed, . .  
of the bace terminates a t  a 
1. It is evident from (44) that by appropriate changes 
. .  
family on flows can be reduced t o  flows past a single 
the parameter, which varies may be then taken conveniently 
t o  be the position of the cusp. 
the existence of a unique solution o for each ', t he  
Therefore, even if we could establ ish 
thcory st i l l  does not provide more than a one-parameter family of flows 
it 
7ast  a given slender obstacle. 
* 
This freedom should not be regarded an unexpected, since it is 
highly unlikely that a purely Inviscid theory could yield f o r  8 given 
* 
obstacle a unique value for W . .  
c 
. - .  
# 
The governing equations for t h i s  case follow from (24) and (25) 
and are  
I 
0 
where x 
0 
and 
, . .  
\ x 
Jz y. If the transfonnation W * W h k introduced i n  paragraph 4.1 
is  carried out here, and If (45b) and (452) are used to eliminate h~ * 
and k from the transformed (45a), 8 s ingle  equation for tV I s  obtained 
In the form 
39' 
wncra 
I I 
0 
. I  
0 
Note that the equations for Ri8bouchinelgr's model can be put h a form 
similar to (46), and can be obtained fram (46b) by replacing the last 
term by Y S&inO . A general equation containing both cases takes the  
fom 
where Y i o  a given non-negative, continuous function of 8 vanishing 
at 8 =  0, I . Note that (46) and (47) differ fram'Riabouchln6ky's 
problem i n  t'mt tne value of W a t  et I is no longer known E prior i .  
5.2. Comments on the existence of solutions. Put t ing aside the . 
poss ib i l i ty  of pws lca l ly  unrealistic (multiply-valued) solutions, the 
nain mathemtical model which emerges from our study i t 3  now clear: to 
. I  
, 4 0 .  
i 
. . 
establish under as general condltions ao poooiblc the number of solutiono 
of the  nonlinear integral  equation W f Fv LW"1  and whcnevcr possible 
provide Q constructive existence proof. Apart ' frun the 'opecific examples 
worked out i n  Chapter IV, a d  the  elementary general result s ta ted below, 
rigorous 
we shall not attempt t o  provide Q answer t o  these questions in 
it 
t h i s  report. 
our numerical 
in order. 
Ebwever, f o r  t he  purpose of just i rying the usefulness of 
Investigation, at leas t  heurist ically,  a few remarks are 
As is c lear  f r o m  the  construction of the lower branch of solutions 
i n  Chapter IV, the f inding of solutions suff ic ient ly  "small," i n  the. 
construct a series 
# 
A mathematical study of tbe Integral equation is In preparation. 
i n  the  usual w a y ,  it is not difficult  t o  6ee (proceeding ea in § 4*2) 
Of course, if r = 0, (48) provides us with  only the  t r i v i a l  solution 
' w = 0. We have seen, however, that 8 second solution may e x i s t  and it 
is the  finding of non-trivial solutions t h a t  leads us to consider a somewhat 
more involved mathematical theory. The w e y  i n  which this occura, a t  least . 
i n  our exanrples, i s  analogous t o  the dependence of roots of the  quadratic 
equation JJ= id' * upon the constant r. . If 0 < r <  I/+ there are 
exactly two real roots. For V<O there is one posit ive and one negative 
root, and f o r  0 < f < 'f4 two positive roots. For r sufficiently large, 
all roots are imaginary. "hue we are l ed  t o  conjecture t h a t  the  existence 
of one solution of W -  FJw'J ( t r i v i a l  o r  not) guarantees the existence of 
at l e a s t  one other solution (which, of course, maY O r  W not be PbySiCaY 
acceptable). I n  par t icular  the equation (46a) could then possess a non- 
t r i v i a l  solution. More complicated examples suggest similar conJecturee, 
even i n  cases when the  kernel of the i n t eg ra l  equation is not positive. 
. .  
For exaplple, the linear equation 
has only the t r i v i a l  solution w =  0 while t he  quadratic fora 
has i n  addition the solution w =  - 3 P e am . 
Equations such as the last can be reduced t o  a f i n i t e  system of 
n quadratic equations t o  be solved f o r  n unknown numbers. Purely 
algebraic considerations w i l l  then  always lead t o  a proof of existence 
or  nonexistence. If n is not f in i te  (such as i n  our problem where the  
unknown nmbers are the Fourier coefficients) t h i s  procedure involves 
in addition the problem of establishing the  convergence of a sequence 
of truncated series as w e l l  as, from a prac t ica l  point of view, the 
question of h o w  rapidly t h e  sequence converges. 
*. 
* 
These considerations do, however, provide the  following interest ing 
recult:  
p a i r s  gt poba:;8 of b-ation. 
There are a l w a y s  en even number of real 6olutione.appearing by . .  . . .  
It should be observed that, on the  basis of the numerical results 
of Chqter  IV, equation (Ma) a l w a y s  has one exact solution, namely that 
corresponding to the oynnne€ric, cueped eddy. I n  t h i s  solution the  obstacle 
has disappeared entirely, and it i e  clearly applicable only to  the limiting 
case = 0 . I n  this limit t h e  product of bracketed terms i n  (46b) vanishes 
and ( i n  e f fec t )  the cusp has moved Inf ini te ly  far downstream. Therefore, 
i n  spite of the fact t h a t  w e  have not shown the  symmetric solution to be .. 
' 1  .. 
unique among solutions which are cusped at the  endpoints, it is plausible 
t h a t  the symmetric cusped eddy a l w a y s  provides ea asymptotic development 
I of a one parameter family of solutions of (468). Our numerical results 
l a s t  
n .. for  the  wedge are indeed consistent w i t h  t h i s  conJecture. 
5.3. A numerical example. We have solved numerically a system of 
. .  
equations equivalent t o  (46), f o r  the  case T(%\= W , corresponding to  
a family of eddies attached t o  a wedge. The method of i terat ion uoed t o  
I obtain these solutions is straightforward and is summarized i n  the Appendix. 
I n  the present paragraph we  describe the results of the  calculations. 
w 
. Values of Y l d  # b * ,  and (u were computed f o r  hk '/r ' , . 
- 3 , 1 , 2 , 5 , lo ,  and 00 and are presented i n  Fig. 10 and Table 1. 
Y 
~~~~ 
* 
I 
i 
I 
f . 
* 
Tho variation of k with is shown in Fig. l3.. The main feature to 
be noted concerning t h e  development of the  eddy 08 the reattachment point' 
move aft is that there I s  a definite trend t o w a r d  the  symmetric, cusped 
eady obtained in Chapter m. This I S  suggested in Fig. lO,.and supported 
i n  Fig. 11, by the apparent convergence of k t o w a r d  kc. There i e  therefore 
reason t o  believe that the conJecture of 5 5.2, concerning the asymptotic, 
behavior of long eddies, i s  valid i n  the more general w a y  suggeeted there. 
We EU consider the  structure of the  flow i n  more de t a i l  fo r  the 
.~ 
particular case of f low down a step i n  a w a l l ,  fo r  which ao , which 
l 
is sketched i n  Fig. 12. 
eddy and the pressure distribution on the w a l l  downstream of the step 
computed from the slender-eddy app&ximation are ehorm. 
I n  particular, the streamline pattern within the 
I 
These are defined by 
w a s  not sufficiently rapid and t h e  I 'e6dtI3 w e r e  reJected. bwever, k 
converged rapidly and the limiting value WBB used in Fig. ll. 
. .  
' ' 1  
_ .  
. . .  
' . t *45 . .  
4 t  
, M e w  a*= where we have used the ident i ty  h* = - - 24 Lse (slb 
i n  - I < X < + I I but n e i t h e r  is uniformly valid at  X J  - 1 , since 
a 
at  t h a t  point t h e  base interferes  with ecsent i~i l ly/paral lc l  sheared 
sd (sib).' 
Velocity profile.  
add t o  (51) a contribution depending upon ‘ + V C  
The tangency condition on t h e  base requires t h a t  we . 
, which is ncgli@ble 
- .  
when t h i s  quantity is large, but which otherwise contains essential terms. 
Y 
This  re la t ion can be proved a0 follows: ConGider the force which acts 
on the w a l l .  
the harmonic region is j u s t  - & so t h a t  the  t o t a l  (dimensionless) force 
The total  source strength needed t o  represent the  flow i n  
. 
’ 
is exactly E and ac t s  in the  direction of increasing X Computing now 
‘ the force on , ta order &‘ inclusive, there is obtained . 
. - I  
and the  ident i ty  follows. Thls direct  re la t ion between the  two parameters,‘ 
indepcndcnt of f , seems t o  be peculiar t o  the  case A =  * I since if 
h<* the force on d depends upon the pressure dist r ibut ion caused by 
sources w e d  to  represent the obstacle, in a w e y  which r e t a i n s  a dependence 
upon Y 6 . 
. .  
. .  
. I ’  
. .  
I 
46 ‘i 
Thc computation of this correction is similar t o  a "boundary layer" 
analysis, although it should be noted that the  "boundary-layer variables" 
tr 
&etched in the same wayc 
. A  
Consider then the following problem: 
. .  
The solution of (51) is 
. -  Therefore a solution which is  unifomly va l id  in % ., in the mn8e that 
it contoins both ($la) and ( 5 5 )  is 
. .. 
47 
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. .  
. .  
The ~correeponding preesutce variation on 0 6t y l e  
, 
. .  
while on the rear face we obtain 
. .  
Upstrpm of the point A, and downstream of  the point B, the w a l l  pressure - 
I decays from - w' 6' to 0 , this follawlng from the fgct that the, 
aq . r  
pressure varies continuously at these pohtts. 
. It is clear that along Y near .X= - 1  , the slender-eddy theory 
cannot give Y(%\ accurately, the error arising f r o m  the exterior preesure . 
by (56b). A calculation of the necessery c o m c t l m  I t 3  straightforward 
L 
, 
48 
1 -  
. 
and will not be deal t  with here. We note, however, that the linearized 
theory w i l l  again be sufficient, since the changes in YLY) w i l l  be 
, * 
. The effect on y I s  therefore nominally 0 (tal and if the flow 
' field I6 to be studied to  within term of t h i e  order, we m u s t  study 
as w e l l  the second-order terms in the basic slender-eddy expansion, . .  
defined in  tbe region - \  <%$+l, .  
. .  
. .' 
. .  
. .  
. .  
- .  . ., 
. .  
. .  
. .  
VI. Discussion 
I 
The npproximete solutio ne^ of Euler' s equations considered i n  t h i s  
report, suggest' that the following general conclusions can be drawn 
concerning the role of f i n i t e  eddies: ( I )  The c lass  of flow problems . 
which are eolvable can be Increased if the structure of the  flow Is 
refined by the introduction of an eddy. (li) The bar;ic new f luid- '  
dynaznical problem arises i n  the non-linear interaction between the 
. . .  
. .  
eddy and an exterior f low. This interaction can lead to questions 
which are peculiar t o  rotat ional  flows, fo r  example, the poss ib i l i ty  
. -  
of a new kind of indeterminacy arising from the branching of the solutions. '. 
I n  view of the known inadequacies of the  theory of i r rotat ional ,  
discontinuous solutions of EXller's equations i n  the representation of 
laminar viscous flow at high Reynold6 numbers, it is  believed t h a t  an 
extended class  of solutions which are not necessarily i r rotat ional ,  and 
fall w i t h i n  concluslo which tberefore 2c"ie, and ( i i ) ,  might be 
. .  h 
useful i n  the construction of models of the 1Smina.r wake i n  ' 
. .  
1 
' the limit of In f in i t e  Reynolds numbere. 
* .  
. 
"he way in which f low13  having a new structure are Generated has been 
i l l 6 t r a t e d  by eolution in the clcnder eddy approximation for a family of 
flows past a given 
existence of exact 
nlendcr wedge. Thcne approximate solutions suggest the 
solutions having the 6me otructure, and t o  t h l 6  extent 
, 
confirm the possibil i ty of the invi6cid model proposed by Batchelor (Ref. 1): 
There remain6 the prospect that t h i o  could actually be demonstrated rigor- 
ously by constructing for  nlender wedges D series which converges t o  an 
exact solution 
say nothing.of 
experienced by 
for a non-slender wedec. On the other hand, o u r r e s u l t s  
the relevance of Batchelor's model as l i m i t .  The drag -
the wedge is necessarily zero and thio remains one e e h i e  
objection which can be raised against this proposal. We have also not 
cowidered the values of G, and h which would actually be obtained i n  , 
. .  
1 .  t h e  limit. +As Batchelor noteo I n  Ref. 1, considered as a l i m i t  the length 
of the wake would most probably be .bounded from above by the action of 
Viscous streoses I n  shear and boundary layers, so that the slender-eddy 
solutions themselves could provide (If I n  f a c t  the eddy I s  sufficiently 
long) no more than a numericd. approximation to the limit. 
The generalization of Riabouchinsky'e model.prescnted i n  t h i s  
report provides ua with an cxemple of non-linear interaction leading 
t o  branching, although the e f fec t  of t h e  eddy does not h t h i s  case 
remove the  image obstacle downstream, which l e  the  major objection 
\ + .  
t o  the c l amica l  model. 
/ 
The branching phenomenon i t s e l f  psaba&y deserves closer attention. 
It is possible t o  formulate e variational problem f o r  t h e  symmetric 
eddies, i n  which the extrema are maxima o r  minima depending upon the 
brunch. However, this does not  necessarily imply a "neutral s t ab i l i t y"  
at the bifurcation point, since the "neutral disturbance" may not be 
consistent with constraints imposed by the m e r  equations. In our 
* 
c u e ,  it i n  possible t o  show that fo r  W fixed the eddy volume is  not 
conserved during deformation fromthe bifurcation point, unless the 
. .  
. ,  
distance between the obstacles i s  simultaneously varied i n  a suitable way. 
Thiio means that the only "neutral disturbances" consistent wi th  t he  
* 
Note that i n  the slender-eddy approximation Riaboucninsky's model 
is  equivalent t o  the  well known re-entrfant-Jet model, since the 
discrepancies between them are contained within an I n f i n i t e s i m a l  
neighborhood of the  endpoints of the eddy. Interpreted In this w a y .  
t'lie fiow remains two-valued. In either caee these incQneiatencies 
at t k e  end-aoints are to be considered distinct from the Clobal 
e f ; ec t s  of Eon-llneor edCy interaction. 
5 2  
. 
constraint  of incompressibility involve a Change of separation between 
the obstacle and its image. Despite the a r t i f i c i a l i t y  of t h i s  arrangement 
of flow &d obstacles, these resul ts  suggest nevertheless that branching 
w i U .  be of importance in any sufficiently general theory of solutions of 
. .  
oWer’s equations, and is l ike ly  to be a problem of great complexity in 
instances where a large number of dist inct  eddies are involved. 
An attendant problem i n  the stationary case centers on the  possibi l i ty  
I * 
of indeterminacy. It is not unexpected tha t  t h i s  problem ar i ses  here, since 
even i n  the classical  theory uniqueness can be achieved for  a given obstacle 
only by imposing connections at  points of attachment, and without such 
conditions there may exis t  several and even an i n f in i t e  number of “acceptable” 
solutions. However, the indeterminacy we refer  t o  here is different  fmm 
present 
the C h 6 S i C a  one. I n  fact ,  i n  the,,slender-eddy theory the de t a i l s  of 
attachment are  absorbed into a single matching condition at  t h e  obstacle, 
G o t  fro3 t h e  l oca l  benuvior  of 2 at the obstacle  but r a t h e r ‘  
and the indeterminacy ariseshfrom the global properties’of the  eddy. 
* 
The corresponding possibi l i ty  in t h e  non-stationary case is t he  occurrence 
11 of “buckling, l e e . ,  the  t ransi t ion between two s t a t i o w y  flows at the same 
parameter values, through a continuoue sequence of 8CCeSsible flows. 
~ e . -  
. 
/ 
But C M  this question of indeterminacy arise i n  other models of 
the wake which do not require an image obstacle7 We cannot give a 
finn mswer, although our numerical investigation indicates that i n  
p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  
Botchelor's &el the adlutlon I s  uniquely determined once thehcu6p . 
is fixed. Moreover even if a model could be found exhibiting different 
behavior, it could very w e l l  be that  the values of the parameters f o r  
which there ex i s t s  more  than one branch could never be realized In  practice. 
';,'e c l o s e  w i t h  a f i n a l  rexarlc concern ine  t h e  r e l a t i o n  of o u r  
work t o  t h e  Navier-Stoke8 theory.  The p o i n t  o f  view of t h e  ? r e s e n t  
r e g o r t  has been t h a t  s imple  examples of l n v l o c l d  flows c o n t a i n i n g  
eddies  a r e  u s e f u l  i n  t h e  unders tandine  of a larce c l a s s  of 
s o l u t i o n s  of EAaler's equa t ions ,  i n  s p i t e  of  t h e  f ac t  t h a t  t h e y  
nag n o t  be limits of v i scous  flows w h i c h  are of p h y s i c a l  i n t e r e s t .  . 
Xevertheless, apar t  from any r e l a t i o n  t h e y  nay have t o  t h e  lhlits ' .  
t h e c s e l v e s ,  t h e r e  remains the  p o s s i b i l i t y  t h a t  these o r  similar ' 
s o l u t i o n a  could i l l u s t r a t e ,  I n  t h e  senae  of a mathematical model, 
3 r o a e r t i e a  of tklp Kavier-Stokes s o l u t i o n s  which are of d e f i n i t e  
2 h y s i c u l  i n t e r e s t  . A no tab le  p o s s i b i l i t y  is t h a t  t h e  b ranch ine  
of e o l u t i o n s  of t h e  Xavler-Stokes e q u a t i o n s ,  w i t h  r e a p e c t  t o  . . .  
t h e  Reynolds number of t h e  flow, could be modeled i n . t h i s  way. 
Indeed,  obse rva t ion  s u c c e s t s  t h e  presencex of  e l o n e a t e d ,  a lmost '  
s y m e t r i c  e d d i e s  ( r e l a x l n c  now our  d e r i n i t l o n  ) behind b l u f f  
b o d i e s  a t  moderate Reynold0 numbers. I t  i s  t h e r e f o r e  p l a u s i b l e  
%!;at p ~ k  t h e  i n v i s c i d  model can provide  i n a i E h t  i n t o  t h e  dynamic8 
of t h e  d i s t r i b u t e d  v o r t i c i t y  ( b u t  of cour se  n o t  4nto t h e  d i f f u s i o n  
?f v o r t i c i t y ,  which however may n o t  be D e e r i o u s  shortcoming in 
the s tudy  of branohing) .  The queetione w h i c h  we raiee here are 
' 
c u r r e n t l y  under, study. i 
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Appendix. The Numerical. Procedure 
The numerical solutions of the two problem6 treated in this report 
* 
were obtained as follows. All integrations were performed using Simpson's 
procedke over 51 points in the interval 0 < 8 I . I n  the case of 
the upper branch of symmetric eddies, t h e  i terat ive procedure was precisely 
* that of 
W 8  v,,, sin-0 . w n* i terate  W,, w a s  considered a solution if 
§ 4.2 above, for  various values of X , star t ing with the function 
-3 was smaller than 10 . The value of n depended upon %, and 
decreased from n = 4 a t  bif'urcation to  n = 12 a t  K= . To obtain the 
cusped eddy the value of X w a s  free end determined a t  each i terat ion 
J 
by the cusp condition. This Improved convergence and 10 i terat ions were ' 
required. An inspection of t h e  i terates  indicated a monotonic appwach 
t o  e l imit ,  and suggested tha t  more rapid convergence could be realized 
by a.rbiti)cirily adding differences t o  the  i t e r a t e  and of course by a closer . 
choice of the s tar t ing function. These improvements would probably be 
i k  
The author I s  indebted t o  W. L. ELkington fo r  the coding and 
programming of the numerical computrrtione. 
I '  
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’ -4 useful if the cr i ter ion fo r  convergence were decreased t o  10 , and 
would certainly be essential In order t o  obtain solutions very near 
’ the  cusped solution. 
The manner i n  which the wedge flows w e r e  obtained l e  similar, and 
can be i l lus t ra ted  by considering the case of flow down a step. The 
\ 
iterates were ‘computed from the equation 
. ,  
* 
are obtained from two c where the two parameters wk+, and hn,, 
.- 
conditions on W n + ,  ’ expressing the tangency of y at the  points A 
and 
the  
Way 
B. Starting with yI,= (blO3r0) a solution was reached (using 
same cr i ter ion as before) at t h e  end of seven iterations.  I n  t h i s  
the values -. 418 , were obtained, i n  close 0’L 
. -  
;= ’ g 2 5 2  
. For f i n i t e  uaL agreement w i t h  our independent exact  resul t  h*s - - 29 
t he  nethod was essent ia l ly  t h e  sme,‘and again it was found that the 
ih 
number of i terat ions needed to achieve convergence decreased as the cusped 
eddy was approached (i.e., 88’ decreased), a maximum number of 22 i terat ions 
being required i n  the  most extreme c8se. 
that improvements woad be needed in order to  obtain solutlons,near the  1-t. . 
It was therefore again concluded 
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Fig. 1 
Fig. 2 
. .  
Figure Captions. 
Euler flow6 containing one eddy. 
The principal boundary-value problem: 
(a) ~iabouchinse ' s  model 
. (b) Batchelor's model. 
The multiple. eddy problem. 
Solutions of the one-dimensional. problem. 
A flow containing a slender eddy. 
Riabouchinsky's model in  the slender-eddy approximetion. 
Maximm thickness of slender eddies. 
Eddy boundaries on the upper branch, normalized with 
respect t o  maximum thickness. 
. .  * 
Non-uniqueness for  r 4 r . 
Eddy boundaries for  a wedge. - 
. Variation of k with A 
'Flow over a step. The unbroken lines represent the pressure 
distribution and streomlines derived from the slender-eddy , 
appyoximatlon; the dotted l i nes  indicate the effect  from the 
step for an € of about 45, and am qualitative only. 
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